Dr. Elsa Vasseur is an Assistant Professor in Department of Animal Science at McGill University, and holds the Industrial Research Chair in Sustainable Life of Dairy Cattle (NSERC/Novalait/Dairy Farmers of Canada/Valacta). As a specialist in animal science, her research interests include: investigation of risk factors to cow longevity, defining better standards for on-farm management systems, and understanding the barriers to the adoption of best practices for animal welfare. She has international projects in DR Congo looking at reducing poverty through renewable charcoal-based agroforestry systems, and works in Jordan comparing goat and sheep value chains.

Dr. Vasseur will be co-teaching Sustainable Land Use (AEBI 423) with Dr. Philippe Seguin during summer 2017.

Website: https://www.mcgill.ca/animal/staff/elsa-vasseur
Email: elsa.vasseur@mcgill.ca
Blog: cowlifemcgill.blogspot.com
Twitter: @CowLifeMcGill
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